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Class: IV
Subject: EVS

Topic: Revision

1.Write name of state where the following festivals/fairs are celebrated :a) Punjab _____________

Holi , Chhat Puja,
Bihu, Kite Festival,
Baisakhi, Durga Puja,
Pongal, Vallam Kali

b) Assam______________
c) Uttar Pradesh ____________
d) West Bengal ______________
e) Tamil Nadu _______________
f) Kerala _______________
g) Bihar ________________
h) Gujarat _______________

2. Look at the picture carefully and answer the questions given be low:
a) Which part of the plant is below the ground? __________________
b) Which part of the plant is beautiful? _____________.
c) Which part of the plant keeps its standing? ___________.
d) Which part of the plant uses sunlight to nourish it? ___________.

ROOT

FLOWER

STEM

LEAVES

2. Write the names these waste material into green dustbin and blue dustbin based on the process of
recycling:Hint:- Blue and Green Dustbins are used to segregate two different kinds of wastes, Green one is for
wet waste and blue coloured dustbin is for dry waste. In municipalities, Blue coloured bins are used
for collecting materials that are recyclable.
Food Items

Tea / Coffee

Plastic

Broken Glass

Kitchen Waste

Metal things

Cotton

Cartons

Papers

Hair

Toys

Detergent

3. Write at least two names for each:a) Water sources in rural areas_________,_____________.
b) Water sources in urban areas_________,____________.
c) Water related festivals ____________,____________.

4. Choose the best answer
1. Babies are born with__________ bones.
a.235.

b.390

c. 300

d. 280

2. ______________ is the commanding centre of our body.
a. Heart.

b. lungs

c. kidney

d. brain

3. Brain is protected by the____________.
a. skull

b. rib cage

c. spinal cord

d. nerves

4. Drink a lot of ____________ everyday.
a. oil

b. water

c. packed juice

d. salt water

5. The heart beats about____________ times in a minute.
a. 80 - 100

b. 100 -120

c. 60 - 80

d. 40 -60

